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ABSTRACT 
The electrical and optical properties of mesoporous gold are compared to those of thin porous gold films and a simulated 
thin film made by randomly distributing voids in gold, until the voids fill 76% of film volume. All layers are electrically 
conducting but in some cases the critical percolation thresholds are close to zero, so conduction is possible at very high 
void content. Significant qualitative differences are apparent between the properties of mesoporous gold, and very thin 
sputtered gold containing voids, in plasmonic responses at optical frequencies and in dc resistance, both as a function of 
fill factor. The mesoporous films have an effective plasma frequency determined by void fill factor and structure, but do 
not support surface plasmons. In contrast thin porous gold layers display optical features associated with localized and 
de-localized surface plasmons. Sputtered porous gold is 2-dimensional and its percolation threshold requires a “Swiss-
cheese” rather than particle cluster model.  Thicker mesoporous layers have critical parameters consistent with very high 
connectivity, or equivalently large hyper-dimensionality. Our meso-gold samples display various hyper-dimensionalities 
from 3 to above 10.   
Keywords: nanoporous metal, thin film, effective medium, plasma frequency, hyper-dimensions, percolation 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Structural issues 
Coatings which both conduct and are highly porous can yield a wide variety of optical and electrical responses as both 
the void fraction and the structure vary. Conducting structures in which the components do not have long range order  
and the non-conducting component makes up a large percentage of the volume, in the range 35 % to 90% ,  are our main 
concern here. Topology and effective ‘dimensionality’ d in some nanoporous structures can be controlled and varied 
widely by altering growth conditions and growth techniques. Hyper-dimension d is determined by the connectivity z of 
the structure, such that z/2=d. We use the term ‘geometry’ to describe the spatial dimension D of the solid. Some porous 
coating have D=2 and some have D=3.  For conduction to occur percolation of the metal component must be possible. If 
the voids are sufficiently small optical scattering is not important and we find specular behavior. In this case standard 
spectrophotometers and ellipsometers can be used to examine spectral reflectance, transmittance and absorption, as well 
as to extract effective homogeneous optical constants.  These homogenized optical responses arise from far-field data, 
which involves averages over near-field responses. In recent years more insights into the near-field have become 
available from NSOM experiments, and computer simulations of near-field intensities. The apparent dimensionality 
should impact on both near- and far-field optical results and on resistance. 
 
1.2 Electrical and plasmonic responses in porous networks 
DC electrical properties are quite sensitive to void content and structure. Studies in this area have been largely based on 
percolation theory for spherical or circular particle arrays and experimental analysis has been mainly with 2-dimensional 
models of very thin metal films which are not fully dense. We compare optical and electrical properties on similar 
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Further insights are gained by looking at models of gold containing a random distribution of voids within its volume, 
with the void diameter smaller than layer thickness to ensure at least 3 - dimensionality. Our mesoporous conducting 
networks, while obviously above the percolation threshold can still be characterized by a critical percolation volume 
fraction of metal  fc. The parameter fc is very small, as low as 0.07 , in our samples, well below observed 2-D values to 
date which are typically in the range 0.3 to 0.5 [1,2].  Recently these 2-D percolation models have been adapted to model 
2-D optical properties, in particular plasmonic responses, providing a link between dc and optical responses [3]. Two 
classes of surface plasmons arise in these models, localized and delocalized. We shall show that, as more mass of 
conductor is present in our meso-layers, topology evolves, along with the percolation threshold and critical parameters. 
Their bulk and surface plasmon character also evolves, as does dc conductivity. It was a surprise to find a class of 
nanostructured metal films with very high void content which also had the simplest possible effective plasmonic 
response, namely that of a simple dense metal. This is evidenced by their Drude character at longer wavelengths [4,5].  
 
Three distinct classes of random nanoporous conductors are compared here in terms of plasmonic behavior. The first 
type, granular thin films, is well known and much data exists in both far- and near-field regimes. It involves thin noble 
metal films whose growth has been stopped before or after percolation, and before they become fully dense [6] so they 
are quite thin, typically less than 12 nm thick. The voids in such films traverse the film from top to bottom.  Far-field 
data is roughly metal-like, except for a broad plasmon resonant feature not found in dense metals, which in gold and 
silver appears in the long-wavelength visible or near-infrared (NIR). Such data cannot be modeled with standard 
effective medium approaches because surface plasmon polaritons coupled through the voids are involved [7]. Near-field 
data and models [8,9] show very complex and varied local resonance effects as both position in the nanostructure and 
wavelength shift, but spatial averaging as found in far-field data seems to wash out localised sharp spectral features. 
 
The second type has two sub-classes. First metal colloidal structures, which involve clusters of touching metal 
nanoparticles . Limited data is available on large percolating arrays, though interesting studies exist on some percolating 
fractal structures including those formed from carbon nanoparticles in space. Much computer modeling has been carried 
out on clusters of spherical gold and silver nanospheres, though cluster size has been limited by computer time. Six-
particle clusters of gold display some residual multiple resonant spectral features [10]. Less has been done with the 
second class or “Swiss-cheese” models where random holes are implanted into the metal. It is known that circular voids 
[11] in metal can give different percolation limits to arrays of metal circles. We find the Swiss–cheese model applies in 
very thin gold. When we use “Swiss-cheese” models in three dimensions simulated optical behavior resembles that in 
experimental samples of mesoporous gold. This simulated optical data, which we present later, is novel and varies 
smoothly with wavelength in the NIR.  
 
The third type of porous conductor is represented by mesoporous gold. These display the simplest possible plasmonic 
optical response in that data can be fitted at longer wavelengths with a Drude model [4,5], using a plasma frequency ωp 
which is well below that in dense gold. A reduced ωp is expected because of the reduced density of metal and hence free 
carriers, but the observed changes in ωp also depend on structure and this aspect can be attributed to a change in carrier 
effective mass m* [5]. The m* from optical data can also display critical properties at the percolation threshold which 
link to dc critical response .  The effective medium parameters that describe these structures include void fraction f, and 
one or more structural parameters which we examine later and link to connectivity. Expressions linking these parameters 
to the observed effective plasma frequency are consistent with data [4,12]. Anisotropy in effective plasmonic response 
can occur in these models. This is a relatively new idea for bulk plasmonic conductors. It is well known in other 
plasmonic systems, such as gaseous plasmas. 
2. STRUCTURES AND FILM PREPARATION 
2.1 Thin conducting gold films with voids 
Single layer gold thin films were deposited using dc-magnetron sputtering onto clean optically polished, super-white 
glass (76 x 26 x 1 mm3).  The sputtering targets were 99.99% pure gold discs (50mm diameter), placed 150 mm away 
from the substrate. The base pressure was better than ~10-6 Torr, while sputtering was carried out in presence of flowing 
Ar, at a pressure of 2 mTorr. The resistance of the Au films has been measured in situ similar to the study described by 
Maaroof and Evans [1]. 
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2.2 Mesoporous gold 
The fabrication process of the mesoporous gold films is similar to that described previously [4,5,13]. Briefly, alloy films 
of AuAl2 were prepared by co-depositing the elements using high vacuum dc magnetron sputtering onto glass substrates. 
To ensure good homogeneity, uniformity and crystallinity, a rotating stage at 400°C substrate temperature was used 
during deposition.  The actual thickness of the final etched films also varies with deposition conditions. After co-
depositing of AuAl2 on a glass substrate, aluminum was removed from the compound by immersing the films in NaOH 
(0.2M) solution. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on Zeiss Supra 55VP was used to study the nanostructure and 
cross-sections of the films (see [5,13] for example images). Most importantly for linking electrical and optical response 
and their respective critical parameters, these are 3-dimensional structures. Comparison of these SEM images to those of 
granular films indicates clearly that the latter are 2-dimensional. This difference is in part due to the wider range of 
thicknesses available for the mesoporous layers from a few nm up to 100’s of nm (95 nm maximum was used in this 
study), while the granular films cease to have voids once thickness is above around 12 to 14 nm for evaporation and 
sputtering, and a few nm with ion-assisted deposition [6]. Their voids traverse the layer from side-to-side fairly directly. 
Substrate temperature can also influence these limiting thicknesses for noble metal layers. Electrical and optical data (to 
be presented later) also provides information on dimensionality and its evolution as thickness increases for the same 
initial set of production conditions.  
 
These networks thus provide a simple practical basis for studying electrical and optical properties in random topologies 
whose dimensionality and average structure can vary continuously over a very wide range. Since critical behavior 
depends on dimensionality and geometry, these mesoporous films provide a basis for fundamental experimental insights 
into critical behavior in hyperdimensions (i.e. under conditions of enhanced connectivity). This dimensionality is 
controllable. Few practical studies exist on percolation in hyper-dimensional systems though there is a vast theoretical 
literature. Most experimental work on voided metallic conductors has been limited to the films discussed in section 2.1 
and hence to 2-D. 
2.3 Simulated mesoporous gold based on nanoparticle networks 
We have simulated a 100 nm square portion of a mesoporous gold film to study optical properties using the discrete 
dipole approximation scattering model DDSCAT [14] for comparison with experimental data and effective medium 
studies of real films. The target was generated in 15 nm and 40 nm thicknesses to match experimental thicknesses, by 
starting with a 100x100 element block of gold in the appropriate thickness, following by a Monte Carlo-driven hollowing 
out process in which spherical voids were randomly placed within the block. The voids had a mean diameter of 10 nm 
with a standard deviation in diameter of 2 nm for the 15 nm thick coating, and 12 and 5 nm respectively for the 40 nm 
thick sample. These dimensions were based on transmission and scanning electron microscope images of voids in a 
meso-gold sample film. Sufficient voids were implanted in both cases so that the remaining gold made up only ~24% of 
the volume of the starting block, which we will show is close to the void content in some of the films produced as 
described in section 2.2. The section used in simulation is shown in Figure 1, along with the direction of light and the 
two polarisations used in optical modelling. 
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 Figure 1: The simulation of mesoporous gold target using “Swiss-cheese” hollowing. The arrow shows light direction and 
the translucent planes show two polarizations. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Electrical conductivity and structure dependence of percolation 
Resistance data for a sequence of gold thin films sputtered onto glass substrates as a function of mass thickness and 
decreasing void density, is plotted in Figure 2. A number of publications exist with similar data for silver thin films 
where fc ~ 0.5 [2], with a small number on gold [15]. In this case results span the percolation threshold which occurs at 
fAu = fc. Figure 2 also contains two theoretical plots based on percolation theory. The expression for resistance as a 
function of metal coverage factor f in equations (1a,b) includes both the critical concentration and a critical exponent α 
[15]. (1a) is for f > fc and (1b) for f < fc with A, B constants which determine, Rmetal  and Rdielectric the limiting values of 
resistance at f = 1 and f = 0 respectively.  The α value is linked to dimension with α= 1.3 for 2-D structures and α = 2 for 
3-D metal structures. Different α values are expected for hyper-dimensional percolation [16].  
 
α−−= )ff(AR c ,           f  > fc,          (1a) 
 
α−= )ff(BR c ,            f < fc .          (1b) 
 
Our data for developing gold thin layers in Figure 2 has fc = 0.3 in agreement with previous work on gold [5]. Since it is 
clearly a 2-D structure from micrographs it seems that the “Swiss-cheese” [11] (hole-in-dense-gold) model is needed for 
such gold rather than the particle cluster model where fc = 0.5, which however works for silver. It seems that α= 2 gives 
a much better fit than α = 1.3. This points to 3-D but critical parameters may also be different in a “Swiss cheese” 
percolation system. The critical concentration is sensitive to dimension, tending to drop as increasing degrees of freedom 
or connectivity allow more options for carrier flow. We can use the Bruggeman (Br) effective medium treatment of dc 
conductivity and optical response for insights into both fc and effective dimensionality. Connectivity impact is what they 
have in common.  For optical properties we link this aspect to effective depolarisation factors L in a Br effective medium 
model. The critical concentration using the Br model is simple, and is given in equation (2) [5]. In an optical Maxwell 
Garnett (or static Clausius-Mosotti) topology however percolation is always present down to f = 0 [17] which then 
becomes the value of fc.  
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Lfc =              (2) 
 
Sequences like those in Figure 2 with f are well known although there has been more published on silver than gold . We 
repeat it here to contrast with the equivalent meso-gold’s R versus f data that follows.  A good indicator of 2-D character 
is voids spanning the film cross-section and no internal voids isolated within the film bulk. Note we have taken the area 
fill factor f in 2-D as linear in mass deposited and hence in deposition time t as proven in reference [15], and the critical 
deposition time is t = tc. Another approach is to take the coverage in a randomly deposited particle model  [18] in 2-D.  
Generalizing these equations, the time dependence of f is no longer linear in time t but instead obeys 
 
[ ] ct/tcf11)t(f −−=             (3) 
 
We have also analyzed our resistance data using such a model for coverage f versus time and find a much poorer fit to 
equations (1a,b) than in Figure 2. Equation (3) does not allow for diffusion after deposition, while gold is actually very 
mobile. Thus, while it might work for refractory metals, it is unlikely to be suited to growing gold or silver layers. 
 
 
Figure 2: Measured resistance of a thin gold layer through the percolation threshold as a function of fractional coverage. The 
theoretical plots are for α=1.3 and α =2. Micrographs demonstrate the structure sequence with fractional coverage. 
 
We now contrast mesoporous gold. For the thicker mesoporous systems f is difficult to estimate from micrographs 
because most voids are internal. An analysis of the combination of optical, plasmonic and dc responses indirectly 
provides values for both f and fc, and we use these here in analyzing dc data. Using results of effective medium analyses 
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of optical and plasmonic data [5] yields f and the effective depolarisation parameter L. L in equation (2) then leads to fc 
for a given structure. L in these EMA’s is actually linked to the array structure rather than individual particle shape. 
Connectivity z and the hyper-dimension d  satisfy 1/L = z/2 and hence 1/L = d.  
The resulting dc properties are quite interesting, but more complex than those in the thin layer systems. We have found 
critical concentrations of gold, as low as 0.07 and up to 0.3 in one class of meso-gold films and fc ~ 0 in another [4,5].  
The actual films that lead to these values always have higher f values than fc, since we cannot span the percolation 
threshold in these very porous 3-D systems, so equation (1a) only is thus of interest. They would in practice collapse, 
possibly into a 2-D structure with quite different percolation properties. (It is of interest to note we have actually 
achieved such an effect by heating).  In Figure 3 we plot theoretical values of resistance as a function of f using 
experimental optical L values for two different meso-gold films, which have also been electrically characterized at one f 
value. We have used this R(f) data point and the Rmetal limit to estimate α and A as needed to create these plots. The value 
of α given in the caption is close to 1.0 in both. It was at first expected to be near 2 for 3-D structures. This may be due 
to the hyper-dimensionality influence on the critical exponent for electrical response, but further work is needed, as small 
changes in α do not have a large effect. In addition we have neglected changes in the electron relaxation rate as found in 
optical measurements [4]. α =1 is the mean field result so this may mean we are not close enough to fc to extract α. 
 
Complexity is compounded because we cannot change f without also changing L and fc in meso-gold until quite large 
thicknesses, even for the same preparation conditions. Topology and connectivity is evolving with thickness. Obtaining 
various f at one L would allow an analogous plot to Figure 2. It may be possible in future with a better understanding of 
how structures change with thickness and initial deposition conditions. 
 
 
Figure 3: Resistance above the percolation threshold fc for two mesoporous gold systems and thin gold film. 
 
3.2 Plasmonic phenomena 
3.2.1 Simulated optical properties 
The results of the numerical simulations of extinction coefficient Qext are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). Extinction 
coefficient in these layers is predominantly due to absorption, not to scattering. In Figure4(a) we show a selection of 15 
nm thick  “targets” obtained when a particular geometric design was rendered to increasingly finer lattices. The DDA 
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dipole volumes vary from 15 nm3 to 1.13 nm3 for the targets shown. It is evident that targets with large dipoles produce 
numerical instabilities in the calculation, and that only those simulations with dipoles of less than about 2 nm3 are 
suitable. The very small dipoles needed here are the consequence of the very large surface to volume ratio of the 
mesoporous targets. (In fact, our experience has shown that stable computations are possible in “solid” targets such as 
spheres or nanorods with dipole volumes as high as 20 nm3). In Figure 4(b) we show the results of three separate Monte 
Carlo simulations of a sponge 40 nm thick, once again at 24% density. Although the extinction spectra between targets 
differ slightly, due either to genuine geometric effects or possibly small numerical instabilities, the overall trends are the 
same. The 40 nm thick targets naturally have greater extinction efficiency than the 15 nm thick ones, however, it is clear 
that the extinction peak for the latter is considerably more red-shifted.  The rate of convergence of DDSCAT calculations 
on metals such as gold or silver deteriorates markedly for wavelengths greater than about 1000 nm, which prevented 
examination deeper into the NIR. This red shift in the thinner simulated layers agrees with our experimental optical data 
on mesoporous films that follow. A red shift there as thickness drops is associated with a lower effective plasma 
























Figure 4: Simulations of the optical extinction efficiency of a slab of mesoporous gold. (a) A slab measuring 100 x 100 x 15 
nm, with an average density of 24% gold, rendered with dipole volumes varying from 14 nm3 to 1.1 nm3. (b) Three 
randomly generated slabs measuring 100 x 100 x 40 nm, with an average density of 24% gold, rendered at dipole 
volumes in the range of 5 to 8 nm3. 
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3.2.2 Experimental optical properties 
Here we contrast the two distinct topologies and films discussed in the resistive Section 3.1, in terms of their 
experimental plasmonic responses, and also see which is most closely linked optically to the simulated thin film void 
array just outlined in 3.2.1.  We present the data for films analyzed electrically. To make comparison easier to extinction 
models, spectral absorptance plots are shown for three of the thin gold layers in Figure 5, and in Figure 6 for the two 
mesoporous layers with fc = 0.07, f = 0.14, and with fc = 0.15, f = 0.20 plus we add one plot from the class of films with fc 
= 0.   
The key distinctions link to plasmonic effects. Differences in NIR absorptance profiles in Figure 5 are broad but clear. 
They link to averages over local surface plasmon resonance effects associated with the film-crossing voids [2,3,9]. Meso 
data in Figure 6 has the normal dip for gold nanoparticles around 500nm plus an NIR peak which red shifts in the thinner 
layer (c.f. Figure 4). This mesostructured experimental absorptance data is in better qualitative agreement with the 
simulated meso-layer extinction data in Figure 4, than the thin gold layers in Figure 5.  We can attribute the meso-data to 
effective or homogenised bulk properties since an effective Drude model gives a good fit to data [4] . This also means 
the meso gold is in effect plasmonic and has an effective plasma frequency ωp. As expected ωp is well below that of 
dense gold, but is also influenced by a homogenised effective mass not just gold carrier dilution [5]. It is the effective 
mass m* that links to the dimensionality found in our dc studies since m* links directly to fc , Thus in meso-porous gold 
the effective plasma frequency depends on the percolation threshold and on the hyper-dimensionality as well as f. 
 
Figure 5: Spectral absorption of thin gold films on glass substrate. The 40 nm layer has no voids. 
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Figure 6: Spectral absorption of mesoporous gold films. Samples with f=0.2, and f=0.14 deposited without ion-assist while 
the sample with f=0.36 was deposited with ion-assist. 
 
The thin film porous gold in Figure 5, in contrast, cannot be modeled as a simple bulk plasmonic system. Nor can it be 
modeled meaningfully as a standard thin film of known thickness and effective optical constants. This is because the 
spectral features involve both localized and de-localized surface plasmons [19] and their associated evanescent fields at 
the gold-air interface. These interface effects modify the absorptance and reflectance [20] in a manner determined by the 
actual surface nanostructure, in particular its spatial frequency components. These surface plasmonic responses should 
also link to the fc and f values via surface statistics of location of gold and voids. Voids that cross these layers enhance 
the coupling of these SP interface effects across the thin metal layer and add absorption not found in usual thin film 
models unless physically incorrect optical constants are used. Thus in terms of plasmonic effects and their link to 
resistive behavior as a function of f we are looking at two distinct phenomena in the two types of films studied here. The 
connectivity or dimensionality plays a key role in both. In meso-gold it determines effective bulk plasmonic response 
while in very thin vacuum deposited gold-void films it determines along with film thickness surface plasmon response. 
Surface plasmons can be neglected in the mesoporous layers [21]. 
CONCLUSION 
Electrical and plasmonic response in gold containing nanoscale pores is very sensitive to dimensionality d, Values of d 
from 3 to over 10 and critical percolation with as little as 7% gold, have been indicated by experimental data on 
mesoporous gold. Thin granular gold films have quite different percolation values with fc = 0.3, which is consistent with 
the directly observed 2-D morphology, provided it is considered as a “Swiss-cheese” topology rather than a particle 
cluster system. Simulations of optical extinction by 3-D “Swiss-cheese” type gold-void layers with very high void 
content are in qualitative agreement with observations on mesoporous gold. 
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